HOLIDAY EXTRAVAGANZA 2018 - WORKSHOPS
Please select your top ten “favorites”, ranking them as #1 your most “favorite” and
email Kitty prior to October 7th so our wonderful volunteer workshop leaders can
prepare their great workshop. carleenbutz@yahoo.com
Please note that not all workshops will be held in every session. Some workshops
are double sessions.

BEGINNING CROCHET – Flint
Come learn the basic stitches of crochet and how to read
patterns. Go home with a cute small stuffed critter.

CANDY JAR - Lily
Come and paint one-of a kind candy jar.

CHOCOLATE PEANUT BUTTER CRUNCH BALLS Honeycomb
You will mix, spoon, roll, and dip to create delicious chocolate
covered peanut butter balls using ingredients many families have in
their own kitchen. This easy no bake recipe will delight even the
pickiest of tastes. We will package the completed candies in a
festive holiday tin to make a scrumptious gift for anyone on your list!

DECORATED COOKIES – Smokey
Have you ever wanted to make cool cookies for
school, a birthday, holiday, or other event? Join
us at Holiday Extravaganza and learn a variety
of decorating skills to make those special cookies. Participants
will bake and decorate Shortbread and Gingerbread cookies
using a variety of icing types to make their cookies. Designed for
the first time decorator with easy to learn recipes, techniques,
and designs. This is a two-session workshop.

DECOUPAGE Journal/Diary/NotebookButtercup
Create a journal made from scrapbook paper and
embellishments, great for yourself or someone special .

DECOUPAGE PLATES - Buttercup
Glass plates decoupage with fabric, great for holiday
cookies or snacks.

EGGSHELL MOSAICS - Pinecone
Enjoy creating jewelry and more with eggshells and alcohol ink.

FLOWER PEN VASES - Lily
Flower pen vases - Have fun making a floral pen vase.

FOLDED CHRISTMAS TREES. - ROBIN
Learn about folding books and decorating them in this fun
workshop.

GARDEN ART - Pansey
Have fun creating your own “work of art” for the garden

GLASS ETCHING – Flint
Learn to etch on glass and create several personalized gifts.

HOLIDAY WREATH -- Honey Badger
Decorate a green wreath with beautiful holiday embellishments
Learn how to make great bows with wired ribbon.

JEWELRY - BRACELET -- Boo
Using a simple wire wrapping technique, you will make two
captured bead bracelets, one to keep and the other to give as a
special gift. Learn a new technique in wire wrapping .

JEWELRY – EARRINGS – Aspen
Make up to 6 pairs of beaded earrings - enough for several gifts and
to make a pair for your yourself! Post and hook backings will be
available. We have beads in all colors to match everyone's
personality. You will package them on personalized earring cards
for easy gift giving

JEWELRY – Tree of Life Pendant– Boo
The ”Tree of Life” is a motif in various mythologies and a
metaphor for the common descent of life on Earth. It has a
variety of meanings which includes knowledge, wisdom, and an
insight within one’s self. A Tree of Life necklace can also
symbolize the strength of family, with the roots being family roots
or heritage, the trunk being the strength and support for the
branches which are the members of the family.

LOOM KNITTING – Lily
Come have fun and learn to make a winter scarf or headband
using a knitting loom. Take the loom home to create more gifts for
family, friends or service projects.

MASON JAR LUMINARIES -- Honeycomb
You will make gorgeous faceted jars that shimmer and shine and
make pretty light patterns all around them. Using a mason jar, glass
gems, a glue gun, and battery operated fairy lights, you will create a
beautiful lantern that can be used inside or out. The perfect gift for
that special someone on your list!

MASON JAR NAIL STRING ART – GiGi/Mango
Learn some basic woodworking skills and complete a project that is
easy and fun.

MYSTERY
Let us surprise you with something new and exciting!!

NEEDLE FELTING -- IT’S A HOOT -- Reedy
Come and learn how to needle felt an owl ornament to decorate
your own nest or to make as a gift for a wildlife enthusiast.

PAINTED ROCK GARDEN GNOME - Cricket
Learn about the rock painting craze going on in America. Paint
this little gnome or the male version for your favorite gardener
or your favorite cartoon character. The choice is wide open. I’ll
supply rocks, paint and ideas. You bring your imagination!

PORCH PALS - WolfMom
Create a cute winter snowman for
your porch/patio.

PYSANKY EGGS – Professor
This Christmas holiday version of a traditional
Easter Craft, uses hot wax and vivid colored dyes.
This is a two-session workshop.

RUSTIC STAR WORKSHOP – Scrapper
Using large paint-sticks you will put together
a star, then paint in your choice of colors.
Finish off your Star with a strand of lights.
Perfect for a holiday home decoration or as
a fun night light in a bedroom.

SEWING – PJ BOTTOMS -- CINDERS
Cut, sew and finish a pair of cozy PJ bottoms. After assignment
you will be sent details. This is a two-session workshop

SOFT PRETZEL MAKING – Tiger Lily/Hopalong
Come learn about and how to work with yeast so that it “grows”
and makes delicious bread instead of “dying.” Take some home to
enjoy with your family and then make some for the holidays.

SPARKLING GLITTERED WALL LETTERS AND/OR
COLORFUL YARN WRAPPED INITIALS
Create your initials or any word art you like.
Wrap yarn around cardboard letters or paint glue then
dip into glitter for a colorful decorative piece of art to
hang on any wall, door or window

SWEET SHOPPE SPA CRAFTS – Chai
Melt and pour to make fun soaps and a cute candle cup, and
yup...there's more...Make a sweet sachet to fragrance a
drawer, dreamy eye pillow and soothing bath salts.. Top off
your spa package with a small surprise!

UPCYCLE JEANS INTO PURSES - Lily
Upcycle old jeans, skirts or shorts into trendy purses. You will
receive a sewing kit to keep.

WIND CHIME – Aspen
Make a beautiful beaded wind chime in the colors and beads of
your choice (or make it without the bells and you have yard art!).
Either will make a lovely gift for anyone with a garden.
This is a two-session workshop

WOODBURNING – Pyrography -- Poppy
Using a woodburning tool learn easy techniques. Then
create your own design to burn onto the wood. Decorate
wood frame, small box, door hanger, spoon, etc.

WOODWORKING – Coyote
Make a personalized sign. If you are selected
for this workshop you will be asked to send
the text you want routed. This will be a one
line sign as shown in the picture, font will be different. Maximum of 12 characters.
These will be carved ahead of time. In the workshop you will embellish the edges,
sand, paint the letters, sand again, stain the sign and add two screw eyes for
hanging. A great family gift.

ZIP-ITSELF COIN PURSE
Sew ribbon to a zipper to make a tetrahedron
shaped coin purse. Hand sewing only.”

